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Amendment 1 
 

 

CUSREP Customs Cargo Report Message 

 

 All instances where segment identifier “DTN” appears in the STANDARD 

MANIFEST DATA ELEMENTS section of the graybar, it is replaced with “DTM.” 

 

 

DOC Segment Group 3, position 0150 

 

 Replace “(trigger)” in the STANDARD MANIFEST DATE ELEMENTS section of the 

graybar with “(Action code - shipment level).” 

 

 Deleted from the STANDARD MANIFEST DATE ELEMENTS section of the graybar. 

 

“OTHER: 

 (Action code - shipment level)” 

 

DOC Segment, position 0160 

 

 Added to the graybar in the STANDARD MANIFEST DATE ELEMENTS section: 

 

“OTHER:  

(Action code - shipment level)” 

 

 C503.  Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 

 

 C503/1004.  Added to the graybar: 

 

“This data element is conditional. 

 

CONDITIONS: 

 

IF C002/1001 = 98, 

THEN this data element is required to report the inbond control   

number. 

 

IF C002/1001 = 714, 

THEN this data element is required to report the house bill number. 

 

IF C002/1001 = 700, 

THEN this data element is not used.” 

 

 C503/1373.  Replaced “WHEN add…” with “WHEN adding…” in the graybar. 

 

 C503/1373.  Replaced “WHEN deleting…” with “WHEN delinking…” in the 

graybar. 
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RFF Segment, position 0170 

 

 Page header.  Replaced “Usage:  Conditional (Optional)” with “Usage:  

Conditional (Required)” 

 

 Deleted from the graybar: 

 

 “RFF segment is conditional.” 

 

 Deleted from the graybar: 

 

 “CONDITIONS: 

 

  IF BGM Segment, C002/1001 = 336 Customs crew and conveyance, 

  THEN this segment is used to establish that association by reporting the   

  shipment identifier(s). 

 

  IF BGM Segment, C002/1001 = 98 Arrival information, 

  THEN this segment is required to report the inbond control number or the  

  equipment number depending on the method used to verify the inbond  

  arrival.” 

 

 

DTM Segment, position 0180 

 

 “(BGM Segment, C002/1001 = 98 (Arrival information)”, added to the graybar 

after “IF verifying inbond arrival information.” 

 

 

LOC Segment, position 0190 

 

 “(BGM Segment, C002/1001 = 98 (Arrival information)”, added to the graybar 

after “IF verifying inbond arrival information.” 

 

 

NAD Segment Group 5, position 0280 

 

 

 Added to STANDARD MANIFEST DATA ELEMENTS section in the graybar: 

 

“Address 

 City 

 State 

    ZIP” 

 

 

NAD Segment, position 0290 

 

 

 Added to STANDARD MANIFEST DATA ELEMENTS section in the graybar: 

 

“Address:  the United States street address of the party being reported.   

(C059/3042) 
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City:  the United States city address of the party being reported.  (DE  

3164) 

 

State:  the United States state address of the party being reported.   

C819/3229) 

 

ZIP:  the postal code for the United States address of the party being 

reported.  (DE 3251)” 

 

 C059. Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 

 

 C059.  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

   “NOTE:  Address is limited to 105 characters.” 

 

 C059/3042 (1st occurrence).  Graybar added.  Added to Graybar: 

 

“Submit the street address portion of the party's address. 

 FORMAT:  an35” 

 

 C059/3042 (2nd occurrence).  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

“WHEN the first occurrence of DE 3042 is not sufficient to fully  

 report the party's street address, continue the address in this  

 data element. 

 FORMAT:  an35” 

 

 C059/3042 (3rd occurrence).  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

“WHEN the first two occurrences of DE 3042 are not sufficient to    

 fully report the party's street address, continue the address in   

 this data element. 

    FORMAT:  an35” 

 

 DE 3164. Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 

 

 DE 3164.  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

“Submit the party's city portion of the address. 

    FORMAT:  an..35” 

 

 C819. Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 

 

 C819/3229.  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

“Submit the ISO code for state/province portion of the party's   

 address. 

    FORMAT: a2” 

 

 C819/1131. Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 

 

 C819/1131.  Added code value: “163   Country sub-entity” 

 

 DE 3251. Marked as required (‘>>’ in left column). 
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 DE 3251.  Graybar added.  Added to graybar: 

 

“Submit the party's postal code portion of the address. 

 FORMAT:  an..10” 
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